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JULIE ADAMS
PARTNER, FORDHARRISON
CHARLOTTE
Throughout her career, Julie Adams has focused on helping her clients prevent litigation, but she is ready and
willing to go to battle for them in the courtroom whenever necessary.
Adams found her passion in going the extra mile for clients to find innovative solutions to critical workplace challenges. Her clients reap the benefits of positive outcomes both in and out of the courtroom.
As office managing partner for FordHarrison’s Charlotte office, Adams assists domestic and international businesses of varying sizes, primarily in the healthcare, hospitality, retail, manufacturing, and financial services industries.
She considers her diligence as an important attribute when it comes to representing her clients, both in and out of
the courtroom.
“You can be the hardest-working and brightest lawyer, but those attributes will be negated if you don’t promptly
respond to witnesses, opposing counsel, the court, and, perhaps, most importantly, clients,” she said.
Adams holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Campbell University, where she graduated cum laude. She earned
her law degree at Wake Forest University.
Adams enjoys serving her community and helping to advance women in law. She is the past president of the
Presbyterian Psychological Services board of directors, vice president of the North Carolina Association of Women
Attorneys, and a former member of the board of directors of the Charlotte Women’s Bar.
Her practice involves a dynamic mix of litigation and advice/counsel.
“On the litigation side, I successfully defended a retail company in a case tried before a jury in federal court involving claims of race discrimination and a requested seven-figure award by the plaintiff,” she said. “Additionally, just
this week, the North Carolina Supreme Court affirmed my motion to dismiss in a case that involved a constitutional
issue that had never previously been considered by a North Carolina court.”
On the advice and counsel side, Adams conducts and guides investigations and helps her clients develop practical
solutions to complex and sensitive workplace issues. She also has developed and presented numerous first-class,
interactive training programs for executives, managers, and employees on a variety of topics and workplace policies
ranging from parental leave to, more recently, COVID-19 mandatory vaccination policies.
It is one part of her career she loves.
“Employment law involves complex and highly sensitive workplace issues,” she said. “I enjoy helping organizations navigate these issues and make strategic employment-related decisions that both comply with the law and
promote the company’s business objections, while at the same time approaching my clients’ employees with attentiveness and empathy.”

STEVE DUNN
NEUTRAL, MILES MEDIATION
CHARLOTTE
Steve Dunn enjoyed a successful career as a management side defense attorney for 15 years before transitioning into full time
mediation. Over the past six years, he has become a “go-to” mediator in Charlotte.
He is known for his energy and positivity and has been called “the epitome of professionalism.”
Dunn spent his 20-year litigation career at the Charlotte boutique employment law firm Van Hoy, Reutlinger, Adams & Dunn ,where
his clients ranged from individual executives to Fortune 500 companies in virtually every industry, including banking, education, manufacturing, technology, construction, marketing, motorsports, and public sector clients throughout North Carolina.
Dunn has extensive experience litigating all forms of employment discrimination in the North Carolina federal courts and the 4th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Through his representation of cities, counties, and public colleges, he developed an appreciation of the
unique needs of public sector clients, including the First Amendment, public records, and constitutional torts.
In the later years of his legal career, he focused on litigation involving non-competition agreements, trade secrets, and unfair trade
practices. He says that he was drawn to the dynamic nature of employment law.
“I love practicing in a field where the law implicates fundamental questions of fairness and justice, and is always changing, along
with society,” he said.
Over time, Dunn began to find litigation exhausting and unpredictable. He developed a belief that mediation or arbitration is a
better way to resolve disputes and he discovered dispute resolution is the ideal outlet for his experience and personality. He became a
certified superior court mediator in 2009 and a full-time mediator and arbitrator in 2019.
He joined Miles Mediation & Arbitration to assist in opening the Charlotte office in 2020.
As a mediator, Dunn is persistent and engaged, tirelessly advocating for resolution and seizing upon moments of breakthrough. He
encourages and facilitates creative solutions and approaches to problem-solving. A student of the mediation process itself, Dunn has
presented seminars on motivational techniques and the psychology of change.
In addition to helping his clients, Dunn most enjoys the friendships he has developed with other employment attorneys, both friend
and foe.
I’m proud to say I have become good friends with several lawyers who I met as opposing counsel on cases. My most fulfilling
work is as a mediator, helping other lawyers settle cases that everyone involved, including myself, thinks are impossible.
And while he admits that he takes a failed mediation personally, it is this passion that made him a thorough and successful
practitioner.
“I have a crippling fear of failure, which, though arguably pathological, motivates me to turn over every rock. I don’t miss much,”
he said.
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BARTINA EDWARDS
ATTORNEY/OWNER, THE LAW OFFICE OF BARTINA EDWARDS
CHARLOTTE
Bartina Edwards brings passion to her profession and her role as the founder of her Charlotte firm, The
Law Office of Bartina Edwards.
The business and employment law firm represents a variety of clients, from individuals to small-and-medium sized businesses, from 1 to 500 employees or averaging less than $10 million in annual revenue.
Edwards was drawn to employment law because of her personal life and work experiences.
“I observed the private corporate sector and saw employment law as a way to use my business experience, coupled with protecting workers’ rights to improve the workplace,” she said. “I’m not so sure I’ve
realized that very idealized goal as the challenges change, but that still drives me today.”
Edwards is a graduate of the College of Charleston with a double major in French and business administration. Before enrolling in law school, Edwards was employed in the banking industry for over 10 years
and owned and managed a staffing agency, a consulting and strategy firm, and held ownership in a turnkey
marketing firm.
She earned her law degree from North Carolina Central University School of Law, graduating cum laude.
She received the Floyd B. McKissick Leadership Award, the N.C. Chapter of Academy Matrimonial Lawyers
Award and the N.C. State Bar (Student) Pro Bono Award.
Exercising her entrepreneurial spirit, she opened her own firm after graduating from law school and
counts her early businesses as among her most important achievements.
“I have had three different careers, and still hold true to my entrepreneurial spirit,” she said. “My definition of success has changed since I started in the world of work, as I have evolved in what I do, the work I
do, and how I do it.”
Active in her community and profession, Edwards volunteers at a variety of organizations including the
NCCU Business Law Clinic, the Innocence Project, Legal Services on the Immigration and Violence Against
Women Act Project, Hope Haven, Crisis Assistance, Urban Ministries, CAAC, the Charlotte School of Law,
NCCU School of Law, University of Phoenix, and Davidson College.
When Edwards contemplates success, she looks at her relationships with others—her clients, colleagues, family, and friends, whom she says have made her life better.
“I have this tendency and desire to help people, both individuals and companies, to navigate their situation using a legal framework that empowers them to find solutions that meet their objectives,” she said. “It
brings me great joy to share in best outcomes that I helped shape in some small way.”

BRODIE ERWIN
COUNSEL, KILPATRICK TOWNSEND
RALEIGH
Kilpatrick Townsend attorney Brodie Erwin is a seasoned labor and employment litigator with a long history of obtaining
successful resolutions for his clients. He has defended employers against claims of discrimination, harassment, retaliation, wrongful
discharge, and wage and hour violations before state and federal courts in North Carolina and various jurisdictions across the country.
Erwin is well known for his work related to restrictive covenants, including non-compete, non-solicitation, and confidentiality
agreements, and the misappropriation of trade secrets.
Recognizing that complex matters often depend on rethinking traditional approaches, Erwin develops creative and targeted
strategies for the cases he takes on.
“It’s a given that all lawyers need to be both agile and creative in their approaches to handling legal issues,” he said. “The attorneys who can innovate and think outside of the box are the ones that get the best results for their clients.”
Having an opportunity to represent clients in a wide variety of matters is one reason he chose to focus his practice on labor and
employment law.
“I was drawn to employment law because of the diverse nature of the issues that make up that area of the law and the industries
that those issues impact,” he said. “You learn something new with each case that comes your way.”
Erwin has a Bachelor of Science degree in government studies and English from Appalachian State University, where he graduated cum laude. He received his law degree from Wake Forest University.
His list of accomplishments is long and includes obtaining a preliminary injunction against the largest health and hospital system
in Wake County. This precluded it from enforcing overly broad restrictive covenants against a highly specialized cardiac electrophysiologist, allowing him to continue serving patients in critical need of sophisticated medical care.
He also secured a complete trial victory in a $5 million restrictive covenant case involving competing pharmaceutical consulting
firms in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina. The plaintiffs continued to demand a $5 million payment to settle
the case up to the eve of trial but walked away with a trial loss and no payment.
Erwin believes maintaining a laser focus on clients and their goals is key to forging successful outcomes in cases.
“Knowing your clients and understanding their goals as an employer makes it easier to understand what constitutes a successful
outcome for them and craft a solution to obtain it,” he said.
Erwin brings passion, commitment, and creativity to charity and pro bono work. He serves on the board of directors of the Boys
and Girls Clubs of Wake County. He is also the pro bono employment counsel for the Raleigh Rescue Mission.
In addition to his work and his community involvement, Erwin also enjoys the personal connections he has forged with his clients
as a result of the many hats he wears as a problem solver, a counselor, a litigator, and sometimes a friend.
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JEREMY FALCONE
PARTNER
ELLIS & WINTERS
Jeremy Falcone, a partner in the Greensboro office of Ellis & Winters, began his legal career with Skadden Arps in New York City,
litigating high-stakes cases.
He understands the enormous pressures that his clients face and is focused on providing high-quality, creative representation
while protecting the client’s bottom line. His depth and breadth of understanding and expertise in employment law matters has been
cultivated throughout his 15-year career, and he is passionate about his work.
“I’ve found that almost every employment matter involves a very interesting background story,” he said. “From departing-employee trade secrets matters to allegations of wrongful termination, there is always an interesting background story that we get to work
through in litigating the case.”
With the ability to distill complex issues and focus on the most important points in a case, Falcone provides efficient representation
to cost-conscious clients without sacrificing quality.
“I’ve developed those skills through a diverse practice background,” he added. “I started my career in one of the country’s largest
firms in their Times Square office in New York, practiced in a country law firm in Pittsboro, and worked in-house with a Fortune 500
company.”
Falcone served as senior counsel in the employment section of Wells Fargo Bank from 2019 through 2021. As senior counsel,
he represented Wells Fargo on high-profile employment litigation matters, touching all areas of employment law. He also advised
Wells Fargo on employment policies, corrective actions, recruiting and offer letters, displacements, departure agreements, workplace
accommodations, and leaves of absence.
Of the many matters he has worked on across his career, one stands out. Falcone recently obtained a dismissal with prejudice of a
case involving an eight-figure damages claim. He recalls a satisfying outcome in a high-stakes lawsuit.
“We prepared a strong defense to the claims, and we proceeded through extensive discovery that demonstrated our client had
acted appropriately,” he said. “I believe at the completion of discovery, the plaintiff realized the uphill battle and chose to walk away.”
Falcone also appreciates the dynamic nature of employment law, which is spawning new issues due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“As the pandemic hit in 2020, employment lawyers had to pivot to address the extraordinary number of issues that emerged,” he
said. “Now we are seeing a host of new issues that have grown out of vaccine mandates and the resulting impact on the employer-employee relationship.”
He credits his firm leadership with helping him grow in his profession.
“I have been fortunate to work with some of the best attorneys in the state,” he said. “Those experiences have helped me hone
my craft, and I consider those opportunities some of the highlights of my career.”

HELPING.
CARING.
PROTECTING.
MANISHA PATEL, LAW OFFICE OF MANISHA P. PATEL
GUILFORD GREEN COMMUNITY CENTER, GREENSBORO

Lawyers and murals have a lot in common.
They’re both diverse and creative. Each is unique. Each tells a story.

919.677.8900

Lawyers Mutual has helped tell the story for North Carolina lawyers

800.662.8843

since 1977. It’s a story of people who care and a mission to help.

www.lawyersmutualnc.com

It’s a story of people, protection, and a mission.
IT’S A STORY THAT KEEPS GETTING BETTER.
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STEWART FISHER
PARTNER, GLEN MILLS FISHER & MAHONEY
DURHAM
Stewart Fisher, a partner with Glen Mills Fisher & Mahoney in Durham, has been called “one of the
finest plaintiff’s lawyers for employment law in North Carolina, who is smart, knows the law well, and
has a proven track record of successful trial work.”
Fisher graduated magna cum laude from Duke University, received a Master of Arts in history from
Yale University and received his law degree, with honors, from the University of North Carolina.
He is certified in civil trial advocacy by the National Board of Trial Advocacy, serves as pro bono project supervisor for the Duke University School of Law and as pro bono clinic supervisor for the University
of North Carolina School of Law.
Prior to beginning work at Glenn, Mills, Fisher & Mahoney in 1986, Stewart was an associate at
Haywood, Denny and Miller Attorneys at Law in Durham.
Fisher counts among his top professional achievements winning a $605,000 jury award on behalf of
a female employee at Duke Hospital because of intentional infliction of emotional distress from sexual
harassment. He then established, on appeal, that an individual tortfeasor and an employer may be liable
for separate awards of punitive damages. Watson v. Dixon and Duke University, 352 NC. 343 (2000).
He also obtained a jury award of $1,590,000 in a First Amendment retaliation case for a Durham City
employee who was fired for reporting the misuse of federal funding by her supervisor. Hinton v. Conner,
Montford and City of Durham, U.S. Middle District of North Carolina (2005).
After seven years of litigation, Fisher successfully resolved a disability discrimination case for a
teacher with post-polio syndrome, during which they won twice at the North Carolina Court of Appeals.
This established precedents on the definition of “adverse employment action” and the application of the
after-acquired evidence rule). Johnson v. Bd. of Trustees of Durham Technical Community College, 139
N.C. App. 676 (2000) and 157 N.C. App. 38 (2003).
Fisher chose to practice employment law to help people whose livelihoods are in jeopardy due to
unfair treatment in their workplace.
“Our jobs are a big part of our identity and they help define who we are, he said. “I try to help folks
who have worked hard at their jobs and have been mistreated by their employers.”
Fisher cites the Golden Rule as his approach to his work.
“Trying to do unto others—staff, clients, witnesses, opposing counsel, court personnel, judges—as I
would have them do unto me,” he said. “I also ask myself, ‘WWDSD.’” (“What would Dean Smith do?”)

NARENDRA GHOSH
PARTNER, PATTERSON HARKAVY
CHAPEL HILL
Narendra Ghosh launched his career as a computer programmer in Silicon Valley, where he worked four years before enrolling
in law school at New York University. He joined Patterson Harkavy in 2005 after receiving his law degree.
Today, after more than 15 years of legal experience, he is a partner, focusing his practice on civil rights, employment law, labor
law, workers’ compensation, and appellate advocacy. He has litigated many high-profile, notable cases.
The desire to help people find justice led Ghosh to choose employment law as his focus.
“Representing working people is way to achieve some measure of economic justice for individuals in an environment that if
often very unfair to workers,” he said.
Ghosh graduated from Harvard University, summa cum laude, with a Bachelor of Arts degree in computer science. In law
school at NYU, he was on the Review of Law and Social Change staff and served as managing editor. He graduated from law school
magna cum laude.
He has been a member of the AFL-CIO Union Lawyers Alliance for many years and currently serves on its board of directors.
He recently completed six years of service on the board of directors of the North Carolina Justice Center, including two years as cochair, and is active with the North Carolina Advocates for Justice and its employment law section and legal affairs committee.
He cites among his most important casework the constitutional challenge to the legislature’s elimination of tenure for public
school teachers.
“My work resulted in the North Carolina Supreme Court declaring the law unconstitutional,” he said. “Another important case
involved a sheriff’s deputy who was fired for testifying against his employer. We were able to obtain a very significant result for him.”
Patterson Harkavy reported on a recent notable case in which Ghosh and fellow firm partner Trisha Pande represented a fledgling adjunct faculty union at Elon University.
On Feb. 19, the National Labor Relations Board issued a unanimous decision affirming the right of Elon adjunct faculty to form a
union and collectively bargain with the university.
This win came nearly two years after Elon’s adjunct faculty voted overwhelmingly in favor of joining a local affiliate of the
Service Employees International Union. Elon’s administration aggressively opposed the unionization effort from the outset and
brought legal claims challenging whether its adjunct faculty had the right to form a union under federal labor law but finally agreed
to recognize the faculty union and negotiate a collective bargaining agreement in good faith.
Ghosh appreciates the support and collegiality of his colleagues for contributing to his success as a lawyer.
“I’ve been fortunate to work at Patterson Harkavy for my entire legal career, learning from and working with some of the finest
attorneys in the state,” he said.
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MARC GUSTAFSON
DIRECTOR, BELL DAVIS & PITT
CHARLOTTE
As a director with Bell, Davis & Pitt of Charlotte, Marc Gustafson has been called a “go-to lawyer” among top-tier law
firms for executives in non-compete and trade secrets matters. He frequently handles these types of cases on behalf of
executives and employers in the North Carolina Business Court.
He focuses his practice on employment law and general litigation in both state and federal courts. He represents
employers and employees as well as individual and businesses in matters related to non-competes, severance, wrongful
termination, unemployment, discrimination, business litigation, contracts, and shareholder disputes. He also serves as a
mediator in civil disputes.
Gustafson started his career working in securities litigation class actions that were frequently disputes between
wealthy shareholders and insurance companies. Two of his mentors, Lou Lesesne and Woody Connette, steered him
toward employment law.
“Working in securities litigation was all very impersonal, and I went for years without coming into contact with an actual
client that was personally affected by the dispute,” he said. “Lou and Woody showed me the human side of the practice of
law, particularly when it came to real life situations involving someone’s work life, which at times can be all-consuming.”
Gustafson received his Bachelor of Arts degree in social studies education from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and his law degree from the Indiana University.
Among highlights of his career was helping a client resolve a trade secrets and non-compete case that immediately
allowed him to go on a trip to see his daughter play volleyball.
“I will never forget the look on his face when I told him everything was over and asked what he planned to do now,
to which he responded, ‘I get to go to my daughter’s volleyball tournament.’” Gustafson said. “I continue to tell that story
when trying to settle cases or when serving as a mediator.”
As a mediator, Gustafson brings a variety of approaches to resolving matters in a manner that tries to satisfy the interests of each of the litigants in a way that all parties can proceed in their chosen lines of work. Other lawyers know that he
will take care of these clients—not just legally, but personally and professionally.
He says taking a reasonable approach to matters often leads to success for his clients, who often turn to lawyers
because their emotions are worked up.
“I think too many times lawyers start off matters too aggressively and then have a hard time pulling back,” he said.
“It’s our role to be the calming voice in the room, to focus on the end goal, and to try to work to a reasonable solution that
all parties can live with. Despite a small number of cases ever going to trial, litigation is often played like a zero-sum game,
but that is rarely the outcome, and the cost of playing it that way oftentimes outweighs the benefits.”

CHARLES JOHNSON
SHAREHOLDER, ROBINSON BRADSHAW
CHARLOTTE
An experienced litigator and counselor at Robinson Bradshaw in Charlotte, Charles Johnson concentrates his more
than 40 years of practice in complex employment and labor and commercial disputes. He has represented companies in a
wide variety of employment and commercial cases in federal and state courts, and regularly counsels employers on labor
and employment issues. He is a trusted business partner and adviser to his clients.
Johnson enjoys practicing employment law because of its influence on public policy.
“Employment law involves the intersection of essential and timely public policy concerns, such as overcoming workplace discrimination, ensuring occupational health and safety during a pandemic, and individual human behavior, which is
often unpredictable,” he said. “It presents unique opportunities to advance public policy through counseling employers on
their employment practices and, given the unpredictability of human behavior, to litigate vigorously contested claims.”
In recent years, Johnson has litigated cases involving class and individual claims of employment discrimination,
wrongful discharge, and violations of federal and state wage and hour laws. He has also represented employers and individuals in cases involving employment contracts, covenants not to compete, misappropriation of trade secrets, constitutional issues, and collective bargaining rights.
Johnson graduated summa cum laude from Wake Forest University and earned his law degree from Harvard School
of Law, where he was a member of the Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review and vice president of the Harvard
Legal Aid Bureau.
Among the many cases he has handled over the year, a few stand out.
On behalf of a national mortgage company, Johnson won a lengthy jury trial in the North Carolina Business Court on
trade secret misappropriation and related claims, which resulted in a $7 million jury verdict with potential for treble damages. The case was resolved favorably for Johnson’s client prior to entry of judgment.
He also defended, pro bono, a small nonprofit focused on learning and enrichment opportunities for underserved
children against a former employee’s claims of religious discrimination, gender discrimination, and unlawful retaliation.
He obtained summary judgment for the nonprofit on the gender discrimination claim. Then, in a federal jury trial, the
court granted a directed verdict for the nonprofit on the remaining claims on the basis that the plaintiff failed to introduce
evidence that the nonprofit had at least 15 employees and was therefore subject to Title VII.
Despite his many successes in the courtroom, Johnson is proudest of the young attorneys he has mentored, and the
relationships he has built with his colleagues over the years.
“I’ve had the privilege to work with and learn from many outstanding attorneys who are now colleagues or clients,” he
said. “I’ve also enjoyed the opportunity to sustain long-term relationships with many clients as a counselor and litigator.”
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BETH JONES
PARTNER, WOMBLE BOND DICKINSON
RALEIGH
With more than three decades of experience, Womble Bond Dickenson partner Beth Tyner Jones is known as a go-to lawyer for
high-stakes employment law matters, particularly on behalf of institutes of higher education.
A firm leader, Jones heads the education and school law team and the employment and pensions service team and is managing
partner of the Research Triangle Park and Raleigh offices.
She builds upon her experience as an HR professional, in-house employment lawyer, and college faculty member to defend
employers and serve as a trusted adviser to these educational institutions. She serves as an outside general counsel to colleges and
universities, advising them on a wide variety of employment law matters, and regularly represents institutions in investigations with
agencies such as the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights.
Jones understands these issues from a client’s perspective because she has been in their shoes. She spent four years in-house at
GlaxoSmithKline, including serving as director of compensation and benefits for two years.
She credits her focus and support from her colleagues with helping her achieve a successful career in the law.
“I use my focus to understand my clients’ goals and interests, and then deliver a solution,” she said. “I appreciate that my colleagues make me a better attorney and I value working together as a great team for the clients’ benefit.”
Jones began her practice as a lobbyist and worked in administrative law, including immigration.
“I enjoyed the broader talent management issues and turned to employment law, both in private practice and then in-house, along
with a stint in HR,” she said. “I liked contributing to better workplaces.”
Among her achievements, Jones advised a university board in removing the institution’s president for misconduct, negotiated the
president’s departure while avoiding reputational risk, and prepared the new president’s contract.
She has also counseled other employers in a wide variety of difficult employment terminations, hires, reassignments, and leaves
involving employees with medical issues, retaliation claims, poor performance, discrimination claims, FLSA issues and tenure denial or
removal processes.
She counts among her greatest successes the client matters that did not become lawsuits and did not grab headlines.
“I spend a significant portion of my time on proactive advice and counsel to help employers accomplish their missions, which
aligned with their institutional values, and without subsequent successful legal challenge,” she said.
As an attorney who focuses a substantial portion of practice in the higher education sector in both the employment arena and
across all aspects of their operations, she considers her role important to the greater good.
“I’m mindful of the tremendous positive impact these institutions have in our ever-changing world, and I’m grateful of the opportunity to help them achieve their missions,” she said.

HAROLD L. KENNEDY III
KENNEDY, KENNEDY, KENNEDY, AND KENNEDY
WINSTON-SALEM
Harold L. Kennedy III, a partner at Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennedy and Kennedy of Winston-Salem, followed his parents’ pioneering
footsteps into law, where he and his twin brother, Harvey L. Kennedy, continue the firm’s 67-year-long legacy of righting wrongs in
business and society.
When segregation was still in full force in 1954, Annie Brown Kennedy started the firm to give a voice to those who could not
speak for themselves. A year later her husband, the late Harold L. Kennedy Jr., joined her, and they practiced law together in an office
in the Wachovia Building in downtown Winston-Salem. Kennedy and his brother joined the practice in 1978.
“Our parents were our heroes, and we wanted to practice law with them,” Kennedy said.
Kennedy received his bachelor’s degree from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he graduated with highest honors in 1974. He earned his law degree from the University of Michigan Law School. He has practiced law with his brother for 43 years,
concentrating in the areas of wrongful discharge from employment, medical malpractice, retaliatory discharge, and wrongful death.
Before joining the law firm, he was an assistant to the executive director of the National Football League Players’ Association.
Kennedy’s firm was involved in an important civil rights case before the U.S. Supreme Court in 1989, representing Brenda Patterson in her case of racial harassment and discrimination against her employer in the landmark Patterson v. McLean Credit Union. The
contentious case helped prompt Congress to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1991.
In 2016, the firm represented the plaintiff in Laura Haas v. CooperRiis, Inc., a whistleblower case in Buncombe County. Haas, a
therapist at a mental health facility, sued over wrongful termination from her job after she complained to management about patient
neglect. The jury returned a verdict of $3.6 million. The case was settled for $4 million before the issue of punitive damages was sent
to the jury.
Kennedy litigates major civil cases throughout North Carolina and has been active in state and community activities and civic
affairs. He is a former chair of the Winston-Salem Democratic Party and North Carolina Democratic Party executive committee. He
currently serves on the UNC School of Education Board of Visitors and is a former member of the North Carolina Advocates for Justice
board of trustees.
Kennedy and his brother received the Lawyer of the Year award from the N.C. Association of Black Lawyers in 1988. In 2019, the
NCAJ presented a special award to their firm at its annual convention “for significantly furthering the cause of justice and the mission
of NCAJ.”
Kennedy says he and his brother have enjoyed a satisfying career over the years and are pleased to have had a chance to make a
difference in people’s lives.
“When a regular citizen is wronged by a multi-billion-dollar corporation, they need lawyers to fight for them,” he said. “We are
trying to level the playing field to help people get justice.”
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HARVEY L. KENNEDY
KENNEDY, KENNEDY, KENNEDY, AND KENNEDY
WINSTON-SALEM
Harvey L. Kennedy, a partner in the Winston-Salem law firm of Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennedy and Kennedy
followed in his parents’ footsteps when he joined the firm with his twin brother, Harold L. Kennedy III, in 1978.
Pioneering attorney Annie Brown Kennedy founded the firm in 1954 to give a voice to those who could not
speak for themselves. A year later her husband, the late Harold L. Kennedy Jr., joined her, and together they
represented plaintiffs in some of the most important civil rights cases of the last 60 years, including the case of
Greensboro v. Simkins in 1957, which desegrated public golf courses recreational facilities in the South.
Over nearly seven decades, Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennedy and Kennedy has represented plaintiffs in some of
the most important civil rights cases of the last 60 years.
Among the groundbreaking cases the Kennedys have handled is Hogan v. Forsyth County Country Club, the
state’s first sexual harassment lawsuit. Representing the plaintiffs, the Kennedy brothers argued the case to the
N.C. Court of Appeals, where in 1986 they prevailed and set a precedent for women to sue for sexual harassment based on the intentional infliction of emotional distress.
Today, the brothers continue their parents’ legacy of standing up for people facing injuries and injustice.
Kennedy was a Morehead Scholar at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, graduating with highest
honors in 1974. In 1977, he received his law degree from Harvard Law School, where he was a Leopold Shepp
Scholar.
He concentrates his practice in the areas of sexual harassment, wrongful discharge from employment,
and retaliatory discharge, in addition to his work on medical malpractice, wrongful death, and personal injury
litigation.
Kennedy is a former president of the North Carolina Association of Black Lawyers, which honored him and
his brother as Lawyer of the Year in 1988. He is a member of the U.S. Supreme Court Bar and the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. He litigates major civil cases throughout North Carolina.
Long involved in community and civic affairs, Kennedy has served in leadership positions with the Winston-Salem Urban League and the National Urban League. He is a former member of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill Board of Visitors, the Winston-Salem Symphony board of directors, and the Winston-Salem State University Foundation board. He currently serves on the Morehead-Cain Scholarship Fund board of
directors.
In 2019, the North Carolina Advocates for Justice presented a special award to Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennedy
and Kennedy at its annual convention “for significantly furthering the cause of justice and the mission of NCAJ.”
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D. BETH LANGLEY
PARTNER, BROOKS PIERCE
GREENSBORO
Beth Langley credits her tenacity as the key to achieving the best possible outcomes for her clients.
“Unexpected events always occur, but I focus on the clients’ goals and then plan, prepare, and implement accordingly,” she said.
Langley, a partner at Brooks Pierce in Greensboro, has over 25 years of experience counseling employers of all sizes on a wide
range of employment law issues.
Her dedication to continued client success has made her a powerful force in employment law in North Carolina. Many of her
cases are behind the scenes, helping companies navigate difficult and important decisions that could have significant long-term
ramifications for both the individuals and businesses involved.
While she appreciates the opportunity to have long-standing relationships with the clients she has represented throughout her
career, her greatest love is being in the courtroom. She recalls a jury trial right before the pandemic for a case that had been going on
for seven years.
“The jury returned a verdict for our client that when trebled, was a $75 million verdict,” she said. “Having such a great client
outcome in a protracted case had me walking on air for a few days.”
She credits her team for helping achieve that success and others like it.
“I’ve been fortunate to work with fantastic colleagues,” she said. “My family has also been very supportive of my work and the
long hours that are sometimes needed to achieve positive outcomes for my clients.”
Langley received her education from Wake Forest University, where she earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in economics and
politics, graduating cum laude. She also received her law degree at Wake Forest, graduating with honors.
In 2018, she was elected to the North Carolina Bar Association’s board of governors, a position she held until 2021, and she
served on the board of trustees for the North Carolina Bar Foundation. She also chaired the NCBA’s nominations committee in 2021.
She is a member of the NCBA’s development committee and also serves on the United Way of Greater Greensboro’s human resources committee.
Langley is a certified mediator under the N.C. Dispute Resolution Committee and a senior fellow of the Litigation Counsel of
America.
She credits passion for employment law and good timing as the catalyst that led her to her practice.
“I graduated from law school in the era of the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill Senate hearings, the amendment of Title VII to include
compensatory and punitive damages, and passage of both the Americans with Disabilities Act and the FMLA,” she said. “Employment
law was in demand as companies were struggling to navigate this new environment, and I was a new associate with interest in the
practice area. It has been a great ride.”

LUKE LARGESS
ATTORNEY, TIN FULTON
CHARLOTTE
Luke Largess’ journey into employment law started with teachers.
As a fledgling attorney in 1990 he held an exclusive contract with the N.C. Association of Educators and represented teachers
before school boards all over the state, “literally from Murphy to Manteo,” he said.
“That work led to employment litigation for NCAE members and then to representing some non-NCAE teachers, and then to
representing employees outside of education.”
Today, as an attorney at Tin Fulton, Largess represents clients in state and federal courts in employment law disputes and other
litigation and has secured large jury verdicts in a variety of types of cases.
Most recently, Largess represented a white male executive who sued Novant Health under Title VII and North Carolina’s Equal
Employment Practices Act after he was dismissed from his position as a senior vice president due to his race and his gender. On Oct.
26, a federal jury awarded the client $10 million in actual and punitive damages.
In another important case, he represented the class of black families in Belk v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, the
progeny of the historic Charlotte school desegregation case, originally known as Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenburg Board of Education.
One of his favorite cases was not high-profile, he said. It was his first solo trial and involved an elderly woman terminated from
her job at an extended day program in a mountain county school system.
“All of her co-workers and her boss were Jehovah’s Witnesses, and she was fired and replaced by a member of their Kingdom
Hall,” he said. “We filed and won a First Amendment claim, that she was fired for her religious affiliation.”
Largess reports his client was so surprised at the verdict that she did not hear the award and did not know about it until he asked
her what she would do with the $30,000.
“She was floored and invited me back months later for a gathering to celebrate—in her church basement,” he said.
One of eight children in a Navy family, Largess graduated cum laude from Duke University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
history and worked as a teacher, social worker, and carpenter before entering law school at the University of North Carolina, where he
graduated in 1990. In law school, he was inducted into the Davis Honor Society and the University’s Order of the Golden Fleece. He
also served as an observer at the 1990 elections in Nicaragua.
Largess, who has been called one of the best employment lawyers in North Carolina, credits colleagues who mentored him for
his career success and draws from his ability to learn from others.
“I had great mentors—Geraldine Sumter, James Ferguson, Anita Earls, John Gresham, Julius Chambers, Jon Wallas,” he said.
“And while it seems trite to say, I have learned something from every client. We all make mistakes, sometimes doozies, and we lose
cases. Learning from the bad experiences is an opportunity that is easy to miss.”
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MEG MALONEY
ATTORNEY/OWNER, MALONEY LAW & ASSOCIATES
CHARLOTTE
Meg Maloney, founder of Maloney Law & Associates of Charlotte, focuses her practice on representing corporations
in litigation on employment issues. She also provides advice on incentive and severance plans, executive counseling, and
support for state and federal compliance of labor law, creation of employment-related agreements, and other matters. She
also represents plaintiffs.
For Maloney, success means exposing abuse of power and dishonesty, standing up for victims of sexual harassment and
sexual assault, and being able to make a difference in the community and workplace “beyond the results of any individual
matter,” she said.
“My biggest professional achievement is making a difference in clients’ lives beyond the legal services provided,” she
added.
After receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in philosophy from Northwestern University, Maloney earned her law
degree from Duke University School of Law, where she was the winner of the school’s moot court competition.
She claims she did not choose employment law as a career, rather employment law chose her.
“When I deal with individuals, I try to offer them the benefit of my knowledge and experience for things they can do for
their future success in the workplace or to help their recovery from PTSD or sexual assault or discrimination, harassment, or
retaliation,” she said.
Involvement in the legal and local community is important to Maloney. She is a member of the Mecklenburg County Bar,
the North Carolina Bar Association, the American Bar Association, Women Executives, Charlotte Women Attorneys, and the
North Carolina Advocates for Justice.
Maloney served as president and board member of the Legal Services of Southern Piedmont and has held positions on
boards and committees for various organizations.
She has represented both the Charlotte and Union County Humane Societies on a variety of matters and has handled
cases to terminate ownership of persons who abuse or neglect animals in their care. She is a committed supporter of the
arts and Charlotte Ballet.
Maloney has a strong background in employment law, having worked with Moore & Van Allen, one of the largest general
practice firms in the region. She also served as in-house counsel for First Union Corporation before starting Maloney Law.
In life and in law, being truthful and acting with integrity are two traits that make attorneys successful.
“Success means making a commitment to doing the work it takes to know the facts better than anyone else involved
in a case, taking the time to have compassion and empathy and to understand the personalities and psychologies of the
persons involved,” she said. “Success means being willing to stand up and really fight, and trying to make a difference.”

J. MICHAEL MCGUINNESS
ATTORNEY/OWNER, THE MCGUINNESS LAW FIRM
ELIZABETHTOWN
With a wide variety of experience in many walks of life, J. Michael McGuinness brings a unique perspective to a
practice that has shaped employment law in North Carolina for nearly two decades.
He owns the McGuinness Law Firm in his hometown of Elizabethtown, providing trial and appellate advocacy in
serious personal injury cases, law enforcement liability, constitutional and civil rights litigation, employment and labor
relations dispute,s and some general litigation.
McGuinness earned a scholarship from the N.C. Veterans Administration and labored on farms, in factories, and
on construction sites and as a research associate to put himself through college at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, where he graduated cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts degree in economics.
He completed post-graduate legal study at the George Washington University National Law Center and earned his
law degree at N.C. Central University.
McGuinness has been responsible for shaping North Carolina employment law, and in particular the law of public
employees, since at least as early as 2004 with the groundbreaking case, NC DENR v. Carroll, which shaped not only
the law of “just cause” discipline but also basic administrative procedure law.
He has represented dozens of employees in appellate matters, resulting in numerous published cases that have
paved the way for employment lawyers in this state to get justice for their clients.
“One of my most interesting cases was known as the ‘trooper hat case,’” McGuinness said.
The case arose after N.C. Highway Patrol Trooper Thomas Wetherington was fired for lying about how he lost his
hat. He appealed the decision, and after nearly a decade in the court system, the case wound up before state Supreme
Court, which ruled in 2015 that the leader of the patrol misapplied the law when he decided he had no choice but to
fire Wetherington.
“After over 11 years of litigation, Trooper Wetherington was reinstated and recently promoted,” McGuinness said.
“He is now Sergeant Wetherington.”
McGuinness considers among his most notable successes his opportunity “to work for many extraordinary public
employees, especially law enforcement officers and teachers, who provide the most essential services to enable
government agencies to effectively serve citizens.”
McGuinness also serves as a consultant for other lawyers who need special expertise in the fields of employment
law, law enforcement liability, and civil rights litigation, a role he particularly enjoys.
“I began an employment case in a law school clinic nearly 40 years ago,” he said. “It has been mostly fun and very
challenging, and it has presented opportunities to help restore dignity and mend wounds from often devastating loss.”
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LAURA NOBLE
ATTORNEY/OWNER, THE NOBLE LAW FIRM
CHAPEL HILL
Employment law aligns Laura Noble’s passion for civil rights and interest in business.
“It allows me to work with individual clients on a personal level to help them succeed in their workplace,” she said.
With over 20 years of diverse legal experience including civil litigation, negotiation, counseling and
consulting, Noble’s passion is offering clients personal and powerful representation on employment law
issues.
She founded Noble Law in 2009, focusing on five core values: collaboration, leadership, empathy,
integrity, and innovation. The firm, which works with individuals experiencing problems at work and
companies wishing to minimize litigation risk, is a recognized leader in employment law, with offices in
New York, Raleigh, and Charlotte.
After graduating with honors from the University of Vermont with a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science and earning her law degree from the University of Maryland, Noble moved to New York
City and worked as a prosecutor in one of the largest district attorney’s offices in the county. Noble
later joined a civil litigation firm in Manhattan before moving on to a nonprofit in a general counsel and
advocacy role.
She is a member and former chair of the North Carolina Advocates for Justice Employment Law
Section, a member of the North Carolina Bar Association Employment Law Section, and a member of the
National Employment Lawyers Association.
In 2015, Noble was inducted as a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation.
She has participated in North Carolina Bar Association’s 4All Statewide Service Day since 2016 and
serves as a pro bono attorney with the Pittsboro Office of Legal Aid.
Noble is a seasoned litigator and enjoys the excitement of this work as well as the satisfaction that
comes from providing exceptional representation to her clients. Her primary areas of focus are pregnancy discrimination, caregiver discrimination, gender discrimination, and sexual harassment.
She considers among her top accomplishments: “Winning an employee jury verdict for two women
who were retaliated against after complaining of illegal wage practices at work and founding and growing The Noble Law to be one of the largest plaintiff employment law practices in the state,” she said.

TRISHA S. PANDE
PARTNER, PATTERSON HARKAVY
CHAPEL HILL
Dedicated to fighting for workers’ rights, Trisha S. Pande primarily represents employees and labor unions. As a partner at
Patterson Harkavy in Chapel Hill, she also contributes to the firm’s civil rights practice and represents those who are wrongfully
convicted and victims of police misconduct.
Last summer, she was appointed general counsel to the North Carolina State AFL-CIO.
“I am passionate about addressing the severe power imbalance between employers and employees,” she said. “I also care
deeply about the social and economic issues that underly my work, such as gender equality, racial justice, and economic justice.”
Pande holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Brown University and graduated with honors. She earned her law degree from
George Washington University, where she was an associate on the George Washington Law Review and received National Women
Lawyers Association Outstanding Law Graduate Award, which recognizes her contributions to the advancement of women in
society and in the legal profession.
Before joining Patterson Harkavy, Pande was assistant general counsel at the Service Employees International Union in Washington, D.C., where she represented workers and local unions before the National Labor Relations Board and state labor relations
agencies in six states. She also represented the union in federal voting rights litigation and helped draft several amicus briefs
in cases before the Supreme Court, including Trump v. Hawaii, which challenged the constitutionality of then-President Trump’s
anti-immigrant proclamation restricting travel to the United States.
Earlier this year, Pande and her colleague, Narendra Ghosh, represented Elon University’s adjunct faculty in their efforts to
form a union to collectively bargain with the university.
Elon’s administration aggressively opposed the unionization efforts and litigated extensively over whether the faculty were
eligible to form a union under federal labor law. After two years, the case ended when the National Labor Relations Board issued a
unanimous decision affirming the right of the adjunct faculty to form a union.
Pande is devoted to practicing employment law, where she believes she can make an impact holding employers accountable
for unlawful actions and ensuring that all employees have access to safe, dignified, and fair working conditions.
“Most of us work at some point in our lives, and indeed, many of us spend more time at work than with our own families,”
she said. “How people are treated at work can profoundly affect their sense of identity and security. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for employees to experience harassment, discrimination, underpayment, or unsafe working conditions.”
Pande appreciates the support she receives from her colleagues and the leadership at Patterson Harkavy.
“I have been fortunate to learn from my brilliant colleagues at Patterson Harkavy and many other mentors throughout the
course of my career,” she said. “I am also grateful to work for and learn from clients who have courageously decided to stand up
for themselves and assert their rights.”
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HEYDT PHILBECK
PARTNER, BAILEY & DIXON
RALEIGH
Heydt Philbeck has brought justice to countless individual clients who have been subjected to wrongdoing by powerful
entities. Throughout his nearly 30-year career, Philbeck has made substantial accomplishments in the employment law field.
He cites two cases he believes contributed to his growth as an attorney.
One of the cases was a was retaliation case against the State Highway Patrol under the state’s Whistleblower Act. The
other case was a gender discrimination and retaliation case against the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
“In the State Highway Patrol whistleblower case, I represented a former trooper who was terminated for truthfully
reporting a statement made by another trooper following an arrest that involved excessive force,” Philbeck said.
The trooper Philbeck represented was terminated after he amended an initial report to include the statement that implicated excessive force. After several appearances within the state appellate courts, including one where the state Supreme
Court used the case to set a standard for cases under the state Whistleblower Act, a jury returned a sizeable verdict to cover
the harms and losses that the client had incurred in his career.
In the case against the EPA, Philbeck represented a female Ph.D microbiologist who was subjected to an egregiously
hostile work environment.
When Philbeck’s client complained, she experienced the full wrath of retaliation in the form of an increasingly hostile
work environment. This became the first U.S. Court of Appeals case in nation to hold that the Title VII retaliation standard
announced in the U.S. Supreme Court’s landmark decision in Burlington Northern v. White applied to federal employees.
“The field of science seemed to be the last frontier for female Ph.D scientists who were often subjected to a back seat in
professional endeavors by some of the male scientists,” he said.
Philbeck earned a Bachelor of Science degree from Elon University, graduating magna cum laude and serving as
president of the student government. He went on to Georgetown University, where he received a certificate from Engalitcheff
Institute of Comparative Political and Economic Systems. He received his law degree from Valparaiso University School of
Law.
Philbeck spent the early part of his career in general practice, trying nearly every kind of case imaginable except family
law.
“At some point, instead of being familiar with all, master of none, I decided to focus my practice and discovered a
particular passion for representing those who try to live by the Golden Rule, treating others as they wish to be treated, but
encountering individuals who kick them in the teeth,” he said. “This passion led me to civil rights and employment law, and
not a day goes by that I don’t appreciate having the privilege to serve those who put their lives and legal interests in my
hands. In my view, there is no more sacred professional relationship than that of an attorney and the client.”

NICK SANSERVINO
PARTNER, NOBLE LAW
RALEIGH
Over his 20-year career in employment law, Nick Sanservino has brought unique and invaluable experience to Noble Law.
He credits his perseverance for his success as an attorney. He is known for his focus on a triple-bottom line that emphasizes client impact, financial impact, and social justice.
Since joining Noble Law, Sanservino has successfully and efficiently represented numerous clients at the pre-litigation
and litigation phases of employment disputes. Due to the high-profile nature of some of his work, many his cases have been
covered by the press.
Two of Sanservino’s most recent notable successes include winning the relatively young Noble Law Firm’s first trial as
co-lead counsel with Laura Noble and the subsequent appeal of the jury’s verdict in their clients’ favor.
“It took multiple years but established that Noble Law is willing to do whatever it takes to ensure people are treated fairly
and lawfully,” he said.
He recalls recently securing multiple seven-figure, pre-litigation settlements, “showing Noble Law also can be extremely
efficient and effective in advocating for our clients,” he added.
Sanservino has a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science and government from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, where he graduated with distinction. He earned his law degree from Georgetown University School of Law, graduating cum laude.
Before joining Noble Law in 2010, Sanservino practiced at Proskauer Rose in New York City and Jones Day in Washington
D.C., two of the nation’s largest management-side law firms.
While at these firms, Sanservino successfully represented Fortune 500 companies, sports leagues/teams and entertainment entities in almost every employment situation, including in federal and state courts throughout the United States. These
cases included high-stakes labor arbitrations and administrative proceedings before the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, Department of Labor, and National Labor Relations Board.
He also became well versed in handling appeals, particularly at the federal appellate level.
Sanservino credits his Italian heritage and northern New Jersey roots for helping him build his “bulldog” reputation in
litigation. In addition to handling many of the firm’s larger litigations, he has created a niche practice of representing C-suite
and other upper-level executives in employment contract and complex compensation disputes.
He traces his interest in employment law back to his youth.
“My mother worked at a labor/employment firm when I was young and I started working there as a file clerk in high
school,” he said. “I immediately became fascinated with that area of the law.”
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KERRY SHAD
ATTORNEY, SMITH ANDERSON
RALEIGH
Described by her colleagues as a powerful litigator who is called on to solve companies’ most pressing problems, Kerry
Shad is also considered a trusted, collegial, and well-respected attorney in state and national legal communities.
As an attorney at Smith Anderson in Raleigh, Shad is an elected member of the management committee and co-chairs
the firm’s diversity and inclusion committee. This committee has led the firm to publish both public and internal racial justice
statements and plans of action, participated in the Mansfield Certification program focusing on increasing the representation
of diverse lawyers and leadership, and developed a firm-led diversity and inclusion fellowship for first-year law students.
She is also heavily involved in the Smith Anderson Women’s Affinity Group, which has dedicated itself to charity and
community service, including participating in building homes for Habitat for Humanity and service at community food banks.
Among Shad’s many career highlights, she has successfully represented leading employers before the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission and state and local fair employment practices commissions across the country in
connection with investigations of single claimant and class allegations.
She has also served in as a national coordinating counsel for GlaxoSmithKline, managing their employment litigation in
multiple jurisdictions across the country. She is currently lead counsel responsible for the defense of arbitration claims filed
against the company under its mandatory ADR program.
Of all her successes, she most appreciates the relationships she has forged with clients and colleagues.
“Relationships with my clients, many of whom I have had the privilege of working with for decades, have provided
interesting and challenging work,” she said. “Relationships with my colleagues at Smith Anderson where I have practiced
my entire career have provided opportunities to lead in overall firm management where I have served in elected leadership
roles every year since becoming a partner in 1999.
She characterizes herself as a “practical lawyer,” who views client problems as puzzles to be solved in a way that is the
most efficient, principled, and beneficial to the company and its values.
“Sometimes the solutions come quickly, sometimes not, but the goal is always the same,” she said.
Shad has a Bachelor of Science degree from Florida State University and earned her law degree, with honors, from the
University of North Carolina, where she served on the North Carolina Law Review editorial board.
She cites her love of people as a key motive for pursing employment law.
“Employment law is all about people—at their best and at their worst,” she said. “Employment-related disputes can
be full of drama and chaos, and I like bringing a sense of calm and order to whatever is happening and work to solve the
problem in a way that allows everyone to move forward and beyond whatever created the dispute in the first place.”

J

Right Client. Right Case. Right Law Firm.
These are the three pillars to successfully
representing individuals in employment litigation.
At Van Kampen Law, PC., we take the time
to ensure our firm is the right fit for each
client we choose to represent.

Van Kampen Law has established a reputation as being one of the most aggressive and well resourced employment
litigation firms in North Carolina, and that reputation has enabled the firm to deliver premium settlements on a faster track
than is typical in employment cases. The firm brings big firm savvy and expertise to bear on behalf of individuals from the
factory floor to the board room. For the past five years, founder Josh Van Kampen has been included in Super Lawyers Top
100 attorney list for North Carolina and Top 25 list for Charlotte. These are not top lists for employment attorneys; Josh is
recognized among the top lawyers in North Carolina in any area of practice. Van Kampen Law boasts a talented group of
associates and professional staff capable of matching the deep bench typically relied upon by corporate defendants.
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PHIL STRACH
PARTNER, NELSON MULLINS
RALEIGH
A partner with Nelson Mullins in Raleigh, Phil Strach is an experienced employment litigator with a
successful track record of winning employment cases for clients and helping them navigate through a
range of complex and dynamic issues affecting their businesses.
He was drawn to employment law because he likes helping clients solve real world problems.
“Whether my work involves handling an employment lawsuit or advising on day-to-day HR legal
issues, many problems are unique and call for creative solutions which makes my work always interesting,” he said.
Strach received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Campbell University, graduating summa cum laude.
He went on to earn Master of Public Administration and Juris Doctor degrees from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In law school, Strach was on the staff of the North Carolina Law Review.
He also received the Hal Broadfoot Law Scholarship and the Politt-Gressman Award for Best Overall Oral
Argument.
In 2020, Strach was lead counsel in an appeal at the North Carolina Supreme Court (SciGrip, Inc. v.
Osae, 373 N.C. 409, 427 (2020)).
“We successfully persuaded the court to hold that the North Carolina Trade Secrets Protection Act
does not apply to acts of misappropriation occurring outside of the state of North Carolina,” he said. “In
considering this issue of first impression, the Court unanimously held that the lex loci doctrine was the
appropriate test to apply to claims of trade secret misappropriation under North Carolina law.”
Other professional highlights include another successful appeal before the North Carolina Supreme
Court in a case involving the at-will employment doctrine. Strach has tried multiple trade secret and
non-competition agreement cases to juries and bench trials with successful outcomes for his clients.
He has also obtained injunctions in numerous trade secrets and restrictive covenants case as well as
successfully defended against many injunction requests.
Strach says being a good listener helps lead to positive solutions.
“I find that listening helps me assess clients’ issues more thoroughly and develop creative solutions
to the legal problems they face,” he said. “Whether I am litigating a case or providing general counseling advice to a client I see myself first and foremost as a problem solver, and active listening is essential to successfully solving client problems.”

BENTON L. TOUPS
PARTNER, CRANFILL SUMNER
WILMINGTON
Benton Toups is known as a seasoned attorney whose practice focuses on employment law, business litigation,
and ERISA litigation. He is well-respected within his local community and law community.
He is a partner in the Wilmington office of Cranfill Sumner, where he chairs the firm’s employment law practice
group, leading a team of 11 attorneys focused on assisting clients through employment law cases.
A firm believer in the adage that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,” Toups counsels business
clients on personnel issues and helps them develop and implement effective policies to avoid employment litigation.
He has a knack for helping clients make rational decisions in the midst of emotionally charged situations.
Toups earned both his Bachelor of Arts degree and his law degree from Louisiana State University.
Over the years, he has successfully represented a variety of clients. Among them was the recovery of $75,000 on
behalf of a former employee of a medical clinic who was unlawfully terminated from her employment after complaining to her supervisor about a shortage in her paycheck. He also obtained summary judgment on behalf of a longterm care facility in a case of race discrimination brought against it by a former employee. The plaintiff appealed the
district court’s decision to the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which affirmed the district court’s decision.
Of all his successes, the one that stands out the most is his first trial.
“I was just a few months out of law school, and there was less than $1,000 at issue, but I had a new employer to
impress, and my client was a family friend,” he recalled. “I prepared for that trial like I was appearing before the U.S.
Supreme Court, and we won.”
He also recalls representing a company whose president embezzled money, then competed with the company and
otherwise acted in his own best interests to the detriment of the entity he was supposed to be leading.
“After a hard-fought battle, we were able to obtain a result that undid the majority of the damage the company
president had done,” Toups said.
A simple twist of fate led Toups to his employment law practice. It started when he interviewed for summer
clerkships in college. On one day he had two interviews, one with a full-service firm and the other with a labor/employment boutique firm, and he got the two mixed up.
“During my first interview, the interviewing attorney asked me why I was interested in his firm. I responded that
I was looking forward to being exposed to many different practice areas so I could see which ones most interested
me,” he said. “When he responded, ‘that’s too bad, because all we do is employment law,’ I explained my mistake
and went on with the interview, thinking I had blown it; however, I actually got the job. I enjoyed the work and have
focused my practice on employment law ever since.”
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JOSHUA VAN KAMPEN
ATTORNEY/FOUNDER, VAN KAMPEN LAW
CHARLOTTE
Joshua Van Kampen is the founder and leader of Van Kampen Law in Charlotte.
He got his start as an associate for two nationally recognized employment law defense firms, Seyfarth Shaw and Franczek
Radelet. During his six years as a defense attorney, Van Kampen defended Fortune 500 companies as well as smaller businesses
in age, race, sex, disability, sexual harassment, traditional labor, and wage-and-hour litigation. His defense experience also included
counseling employers on litigation avoidance and sexual harassment training.
In 2004, Van Kampen left his career as a management-side attorney to open a practice in Charlotte devoted exclusively to representing victims of discrimination, sexual harassment, unequal pay, wrongful discharge, retaliation, and wage-and hour-violations. He
considers it the best decision he ever made. He formed Van Kampen Law in 2011.
Van Kampen has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Purdue University and a law degree from the University of Illinois College of Law.
He developed a passion for employment law in high school when he participated in an aviation program for at-risk kids.
“I was not an at-risk kid, but I grew up in a diverse town, and wanted to learn to fly planes,” he said. “I was the only white student
in the program, and I was treated equally and embraced my African American and Latino counterparts.”
After that experience, he took every available employment law related class in law school and has practiced employment law
exclusively ever since.
He recalls one of his most significant trial outcomes in Driskell v. Summit Contracting, which resulted in one of the top punitive
damages awards in a case under North’s Carolina’s Retaliatory Employment Discrimination Act.
“More importantly, the defendant’s appeal to the Fourth Circuit resulted in the seminal decision delineating the test for what is
protected activity under REDA,” he said. Prior to the Driskell appellate decision, there was some bad law at the district court level that
resulted in gaps in protections for workers filing internal safety complaints that were directly contrary to the General Assembly’s intent
in passing REDA. Those gaps are closed today.”
Van Kampen credits his dogged refusal to lose, and ability to trust my instincts in the moment in depositions and at trial for his
successes.
“I don’t have a photographic memory, and I imagine many of my opponents would test higher if we compared IQ tests. However, I
have yet to encounter an opposing counsel who outworked me or who was more determined,” he said.
Van Kampen says he’s done his best lawyering when he’s stopped overthinking and just let his instincts take over, and he credits
his colleagues for supporting him.
“Ultimately, none of my success would have been possible without an outstanding team behind me,” he said. “I’ve been fortunate
to have paralegals and associates more talented than I am who have really raised my game.”

TRAVIS VANCE
PARTNER, FISHER PHILLIPS
CHARLOTTE
Dedicated to responsive client service and helping companies tackle their most difficult and high-profile issues, Travis Vance
has a reputation as a professional and aggressive advocate for his clients and a thought leader in the field of workplace safety.
Vance, a partner in the Charlotte office of Fisher Philips, is a workplace safety attorney who has handled OSHA and MSHA
cases in 40 states and in Washington, D.C. and Puerto Rico.
Since joining Fisher Phillips in 2015 he has spearheaded over 100 workplace safety cases, and in 2019 he was named
co-chair of the firm’s national workplace safety and catastrophe management practice group, with over 50 attorneys. When the
COVID-19 pandemic hit a year later, his expertise suddenly became urgently needed by clients across the country.
Vance calls his work with the practice group “an amazing opportunity” during a difficult time.
“The past two years have been challenging, not only for our team but for our clients,” he said. ”It has been incredibly
rewarding to see how we were able to provide efficient and effective services for our clients during such an unprecedented time
in the American workplace.”
Fisher was among the “first responders” to the COVID-19 crisis as it related to the issues employers were grappling with. He
led the way as a founding member of the firm’s COVID-19 taskforce, a 40-lawyer strong, cross-disciplinary team, dedicated to
advising employers on the many workplace law aspects of the global pandemic.
At the outset of the pandemic, Vance assisted a transportation company client with issues concerning the first ever
COVID-19 related death in the U.S. This matter presented novel issues that no lawyer in the country had yet confronted, but
despite having no CDC or other federal guidance, he helped the client formulate safety protocols so the they could continue to
transport patients to and from medical facilities and respond to numerous questions from a major newspaper regarding the
steps it was taking to keep its employees safe.
Vance has given over 110 presentations on COVID-19 to various groups and helped nearly 800 companies during the
pandemic.
“I believe my efforts have helped thousands of people stay safe during these difficult times,” he said.
Vance received a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of the South, graduating cum laude. He earned his law degree
from the University of South Carolina.
He credits his parents for sparking his interest in employment and workplace safety.
“Growing up blue collar with two parents who worked hard to give me a decent childhood taught me the important values of
honesty, transparency, and a good work ethic,” he said. “Most of my clients know about my blue-collar upbringing and approach
to life. I think it’s my greatest asset and one of the things that makes me a successful attorney in the workplace safety industry.”
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ANGELIQUE VINCENT-HAMACHER
SHAREHOLDER, ROBINSON BRADSHAW
CHARLOTTE
Widely regarded as one of the top management-side employment lawyers and mediators in Charlotte, Angelique Vincent-Hamacher is known for being thorough, tenacious, and tough. A partner at Robinson Bradshaw, Vincent-Hamacher said she has always found
employment law to be interesting.
“I enjoy serving as a business partner to my company clients and working with many of the same clients year after year,” she said.
“I have the opportunity to learn about each client’s business, strategy, vision, culture, and people.”
Vincent-Hamacher graduated summa cum laude from Duke University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology. She earned
her law degree at Harvard Law School, where she was a member of the Harvard Society for Law and Ethics. She is a past recipient of
the North Carolina Bar Association’s Citizen Lawyer Award and the Walker’s Legacy, Charlotte Power 15 Award. She is also an
American Bar Foundation Fellow and holds a Fostering Inclusion and Diversity Certificate from the Yale School of Management.
With her extensive experience counseling employers, Vincent-Hamacher helps clients develop effective strategies to minimize their
litigation risk and optimize overall business and employee productivity. She co-chairs Robinson Bradshaw’s Employment and Labor
Practice Group.
Vincent-Hamacher also works with her clients in conducting internal investigations of employee complaints and provides preventative training to managers and employees on topics such as anti-harassment and anti-discrimination. She handles matters and
investigations by administrative agencies, such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, various state and local deferral
agencies, the U.S. Department of Labor and the North Carolina Department of Labor.
“I help my clients ‘get things right’ with respect to their employees,” she said. “If a company invests in and maximizes its people,
then the company maximizes its business, and I get to be a part of that.”
Vincent-Hamacher has a long list of successful trial outcomes in a variety of matters including:
Summary judgment, including attorneys’ fees, for a hospital she represented in a federal court action brought by a physician
who alleged that her hospital staff privileges had been terminated because of her race and that she had been subject to hostile and
discriminatory treatment.
Summary judgment when she represented a restaurant in an action alleging race discrimination, retaliation in violation of Title VII,
and wrongful discharge under North Carolina law. (Mosley v. Bojangles’ Restaurants, Inc.)
Summary judgment for a municipality she represented in an action alleging wrongful discharge and retaliation in violation of free
speech provisions of the North Carolina constitution. (Cole v. City of Charlotte)
Of all her professional successes, she is most proud of the young attorneys she has mentored and helped train over the years.
“They are now excellent employment lawyers in their own right, practicing at my firm and as in-house counsel,” she said. “I take
pride in knowing I was part of their development, and the reality is they were part of mine.”

JONATHAN WALL
PARTNER, HIGGINS BENJAMIN
GREENSBORO
A talented and versatile attorney who serves his clients, his colleagues, and his community with distinction,
Jonathan Wall’s litigation in the area of non-compete agreements has helped shape the law in North Carolina.
He is a partner in the Greensboro law firm of Higgins Benjamin, where he has built a significant practice
that includes both discrimination employment cases and a focus on non-compete agreements. He has been
called a “go-to” person for non-compete litigation and attorney-to-attorney advice.
He received a Bachelor of Arts degree in philosophy from Duke University and his law degree from Washington & Lee School of Law.
Wall says he’s not sure if he chose employment law or if it chose him.
He got involved in the employment law sections of various state and national bar associations and learned a
great deal about that practice area through other experienced lawyers.
“I had covered employment law for the legal publications at the association I worked at out of law school,”
he said. “When I moved from Washington D.C., and started practicing law in North Carolina, the other lawyers
in the firm did not want employment law cases and I was happy to have those cases that were ‘my own.’”
He credits perseverance for obtaining favorable results for his clients, especially when the defendants have
included the largest employers in the state, and some of the most beloved institutions.
“They always come with several lawyers, and unlimited resources,” he said. “Thus, if I am going to secure
any justice for my clients, I’ve got to work hard and remain undaunted despite invariable setbacks. Wrestling in
high school and having three older brothers taught me how to keep fighting even when I feel tired and broken:
Just keep going.”
Wall finds employment law appealing because he finds the facts of his cases interesting and no two matters
are the same.
“It is intellectually stimulating,” he said. “The law is more fluid and developing than in some other legal
pursuits and interesting legal questions are raised in almost every case.”
Wall finds his wage-and-hour class action cases especially gratifying.
“I have a firm belief that the everyone deserves his or her day in court. The one thing many of my clients
have in common is that they just lost their job, and they are not sure how they will pay the mortgage next
month, let alone a lawyer,” he said. “There are a lot of parts of litigation I do not particularly like, but when you
resolve a class action and get to deliver meaningful checks to a hundred or so hard-working folks, it makes you
feel good.”
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LAURA WETSCH
PARTNER, WINSLOW WETSCH
RALEIGH
Known for her encyclopedic knowledge of employment law, Laura Wetsch literally wrote the book on it. She is
the author of the Practitioner’s Guide to North Carolina Employment Law, and for many years has been the co-author
of the North Carolina chapter in Employment At Will: A State-by-State Survey, co-published by BNA and the ABA.
She is a past chair of the NCAJ Employment Law section and the NCBA Labor & Employment Law Council, and a
recipient of the NCAJ’s Ebbie Award for excellence.
A native of North Dakota, Wetsch graduated from University of North Dakota with a bachelor’s degree in political
science and minors in English and history. She earned her law degree from the University of North Dakota School of
Law.
Over her more than 30-year career, Wetsch has analyzed and addressed all types of legal dilemmas facing individuals and businesses. She has represented employers and employees on a wide range of employment law issues.
Wetsch says she had no attorneys in her family to serve as role models, and she charted her childhood career
goals based on her favorite television character at any given moment. A 9th grade aptitude test put her on the path
to become a lawyer.
“My test said I shouldn’t be a bricklayer or a baker, but I would make a great lawyer,” she recalled. “I’m not sure
how accurate those results were, but they pointed me in the direction of the law, which was also consistent with my
personality growing up, wanting everything to be fair.”
Wetsch maintains employment law is the best practice area for its interesting factual and legal questions.
“Where else can you tell clients that, yes, they can fire you for hitting your supervisor, and it doesn’t matter
that the supervisor really needed it or help vindicate a person’s basic right to be treated fairly (or at least legally) in
employment?” she said.
A tenacious attorney in practice, Wetsch describes herself as a “bulldog” because she consistently strives to
learn answers, whether in law or in facts. She also cares deeply about her clients and their cases.
Wetsch doesn’t think of her cases in terms of wins or losses. Instead, she focuses on her pleasure in helping her
clients and leaving them in a better place now than when they found her. She also strives to do her best to correct
injustices.
“Nothing makes me happier than a day spent going through discovery production and piecing together what
happened, especially when it proves that what my client said was true, and what the employer said was not,” she
said.
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